Introduction
============

Nanofibrous scaffolds have recently been recognized as promising cell carriers for advanced tissue engineering. This is mainly due to the fact that these scaffolds closely mimic the structure of the fibrous component of the native extracellular matrix formed by nano fibers of collagen, elastin and other proteins. In general, nano structured substrates are considered to be advantageous for cell adhesion and growth. In comparison with conventionally used flat or micro structured cell growth supports, nano structured carriers improve the cell-matrix interaction, eg, by adsorption of cell adhesion-mediating molecules from biological fluids in an appropriate geometrical conformation, which enables good accessibility of specific active sites on these molecules to cell adhesion receptors.3[@b1-ijn-7-1931],[@b2-ijn-7-1931] In addition, the application of nano structured substrates can be particularly advantageous in bone tissue engineering. The reason is that from all cell adhesion-mediating molecules, these substrates preferentially adsorb vitronectin, which is recognized mainly by osteoblasts, rather than other cell types (eg, vascular endothelial and smooth muscle cells or fibroblasts).[@b2-ijn-7-1931]

Nanofibrous scaffolds have been prepared mainly from natural or synthetic polymers, such as collagen and elastin,[@b3-ijn-7-1931] silk fibroin,[@b4-ijn-7-1931] chitosan,[@b5-ijn-7-1931] peptides with ligands for cell adhesion receptors,[@b6-ijn-7-1931] polyurethane,[@b7-ijn-7-1931] polycaprolactone,[@b8-ijn-7-1931] polylactide[@b9-ijn-7-1931] and particularly its copolymers with polyglycolide.[@b10-ijn-7-1931]--[@b15-ijn-7-1931]

In our earlier studies, and also in studies by other authors, poly (lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) has proved to be an appropriate material for the construction of porous and fibrous scaffolds for bone tissue engineering.[@b16-ijn-7-1931] In comparison with pure polylactic acid (PLA), the PLGA copolymer is less brittle, and in comparison with pure polyglycolide is less degradable (ie, less prone to hydrolytic degradation). Thus, PLGA provides more stable support for bone tissue regeneration, which lasts several weeks in human beings. In addition, this material has been approved by the Food and Drug Administration for medical use, including implantation into human tissues.

The main methods of nanofiber preparation are self-assembly, liquid phase separation, template synthesis, drawing, and predominantly electrospinning.[@b17-ijn-7-1931],[@b18-ijn-7-1931] Electrospinning is a novel and effective fabrication process that uses an electric field to control the deposition of polymer fibers onto a target substrate. This electrostatic processing strategy can be used to fabricate non woven fibrous polymer meshes composed of diameters ranging from several microns down to 100 nm or less, which mimic the hierarchically organized microstructure and nanostructure of the natural tissues.[@b9-ijn-7-1931],[@b19-ijn-7-1931]

However, the mechanical properties and bioactivity of polymer-based nanofibrous scaffolds are often unsatisfactory for tissue engineering. Some modifications of these scaffolds are therefore necessary. For example, PLA scaffolds were reinforced by copolymerization of PLA with functionalized polyaniline, which also endowed these scaffolds with electrical conductivity and antimicrobial activity.[@b20-ijn-7-1931],[@b21-ijn-7-1931] In the case of scaffolds intended for the construction of bioartificial bone, hydroxyapatite and tricalcium phosphate have been used, because they occur in the inorganic component of the natural bone matrix. On bioactive nanofibers, these minerals can be deposited spontaneously in simulated biological fluids[@b22-ijn-7-1931] or they can be incorporated into the nanofibers during the preparation process.[@b9-ijn-7-1931]--[@b15-ijn-7-1931] In some studies, mineral nanoparticles have been substituted by other nanosized materials, eg, by carbon nanotubes incorporated inside polylactide nanofibers.[@b17-ijn-7-1931],[@b23-ijn-7-1931] Despite many advantageous properties of carbon nanotubes, such as excellent mechanical properties and electrical conductivity, which can enhance bone tissue regeneration, carbon nanotubes have repeatedly been shown to be associated with a risk of cytotoxicity, genotoxicity, and tumorigenicity.[@b24-ijn-7-1931],[@b25-ijn-7-1931] Diamond nanoparticles are an alternative promising component of nanofibrous membranes. In numerous studies, they have displayed very high biocompatibility and no considerable cytotoxicity. In the form of films deposited on the biomaterial surface, nanocrystalline diamond provides excellent growth support for various cell types, particularly bone-derived cells.[@b26-ijn-7-1931]--[@b28-ijn-7-1931] In the form of dispersed nanoparticles, they have been shown not to interfere with gene expression, protein synthesis, cell cycle progression, and differentiation of cells in vitro, although they were taken up into cells via clathrin-mediated endocytosis.[@b29-ijn-7-1931] In future uses of composite polymer-nanodiamond (ND) scaffolds in vivo, the ND particles could be cleared from the organism by glomerular filtration after degradation of the scaffolds, as is possible in the case of carbon nanotubes.[@b30-ijn-7-1931],[@b31-ijn-7-1931]

In a recent study by Behler et al,[@b32-ijn-7-1931] nanocrystalline diamond particles were incorporated into polyacrylonitrile or polyamide nanofibers and microfibers. However, these nanofibers were characterized only for their physical and chemical properties and were designed for use in technical applications, such as protection against ultraviolet light and improved scratch resistance of the material surfaces. In another study, diamond nanoparticles were incorporated into polymeric films, and the effects of this composite material on the growth of osteoblasts was evaluated.[@b33-ijn-7-1931] Nevertheless, to our best knowledge, the interaction of ND-loaded nanofibers with cells and their potential use in bone tissue engineering has not yet been investigated.

In the present study, we therefore constructed nanofibrous membranes by electrospinning PLGA mixed with ND particles as potential growth supports for bone cells. We investigated the adhesion, proliferation, and viability of human osteoblast-like MG-63 cells in cultures on these materials. We expected an additional nanostructure to be created on the fiber surface by the incorporated ND, and thus further enhancement of the scaffold bioactivity. We also anticipated enhanced mechanical properties of PLGA membranes reinforced with ND. The mechanical properties of the membranes were assessed using rupture tests[@b34-ijn-7-1931] and tensile strength measurements.[@b35-ijn-7-1931]--[@b37-ijn-7-1931] Finally, we expected no significant inflammatory activation of cells on these scaffolds. Potential immune activation of cells was estimated by their secretion of tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) into the cell culture medium, and by the concentration of intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1) in cell homogenates. For these immunological tests, mouse macrophage-like RAW 264.7 cells were also used.

Materials and methods
=====================

Preparation of nanofibrous membranes
------------------------------------

The experiments were carried out on nanofibrous membranes made of a copolymer of L-lactide and glycolide (ratio 85:15) Purasorb PLG 8531 (Purac Biomaterials, Frankfurt, Germany). The polymer was dissolved in a mixture of methylene chloride (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO) and dimethyl formamide (Sigma) at a concentration of 2.3 wt%. The ratio of the two solvents was 2:3. The nanofibrous membranes were then prepared by electrospinning in a Nanospider™ machine (Elmarco, Liberec, Czech Republic) using a vertically positioned spike-like electrode on which the polymer solution was applied with a micropipette. The electrospinning conditions were optimized prior to membrane fabrication, resulting in an applied voltage of 24.6 kV and a working distance between the electrodes of 145 mm, ie, an electric field strength of 1.79 kV/cm. The polymer solution was positioned between the two electrodes in the electrospinning setup, and when a high voltage was applied, the electric field overcame viscoelastic forces of the polymer solution and nanofibers were formed.

A polypropylene fabric, placed above the electrode, was used as a carrier substrate for collecting the nanofibers, which were stacked to several layers by repeated deposition of the PLGA solution on the same region of the substrate (a circular region approximately 10 cm in diameter). Four milliliters of the solution was used for preparing a membrane to cover this region, and this solution was applied to the top of the electrode 80 times in a quantity of 50 μL for each application.

Some nanofibrous PLGA membranes were created in combination with diamond nanoparticles.[@b38-ijn-7-1931]--[@b41-ijn-7-1931] In 1 mL of PLGA solution, 0.007 g of the ND powder was added and was homogeneously dispersed by mixing and sonication (Labsonic U-2000, B Braun Biotech, Goettingen, Germany, sonication time 5 seconds). The sonication was performed immediately before electrospinning in order to minimize clustering of diamond nanoparticles. The concentration of ND in PLGA diluted in methylene chloride and dimethyl formamide was therefore 0.7 wt%, and in the pure PLGA after evaporation of the solvents, the concentration was calculated to be almost 23 wt%.

Characterization of physicochemical properties of nanofibrous membranes
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The morphology of the membranes was evaluated by scanning electron microscopy using an XL30CP device, Phillips Electron Optics GmbH, Kassel, Germany, after gold sputtering on an SCD 500 device (CAL-Tec, Ashford, UK). The following parameters were measured on scanning electron microscopy images, using Atlas Software (Tescan Ltd, Brno, Czech Republic):

-   Diameter of nanofibers

-   Size of pores between nanofibers; areas of void spaces among the fibers were measured on scanning electron microscopy images[@b23-ijn-7-1931]

-   Size of material clusters were measured by the area of these clusters projected on the material surface

-   Density of material clusters was calculated per mm^2^ of the membrane.

The distribution of diamond nanoparticles within the PLGA nanofibers was evaluated by transmission electron microscopy. The transmission electron microscopic images were recorded on a Philips CM120 microscope with an LaB~6~ cathode operated at 120 kV, equipped with an SIS Veleta CCD camera. A small piece of nanofibrous membrane was placed between two carbon-coated copper grids to fix the membrane in the sample holder. Single nanofibers were observed at the edges of the membrane.

The wettability of the membranes was measured by a static method in a material-water droplet system using a reflection goniometer (Surface Energy Evaluation System, Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic).[@b28-ijn-7-1931]

The mechanical properties of PLGA membranes with and without ND were evaluated by rupture tests in a texture analyzer (TA500, Lloyd Instruments, Fareham, UK) using an Instron probe method according to a protocol adapted from that of dos Santos et al.[@b34-ijn-7-1931] Briefly, the membranes were clamped in a CellCrown (Scaffdex Oy, Tampere, Finland) of 10 mm diameter and 1 cm height. The thickness of the membranes was 20 microns, as measured by a caliper[@b7-ijn-7-1931] (manual micrometer with limits 0--25 mm and with a precision of 0.01 mm; NSK, Tochigi, Japan). The resistance to deformation induced by a 3 mm diameter cylindrical probe was studied. The probe penetrates and deforms the membrane causing the creation of an additional vertical force, which is measured. The maximal load and deflection is a measure of the maximum force and deformation that the membranes can undergo before permanent deformation occurs. Rupture of the fibers is considered to occur when the force drops to 50% or less of the maximum load. This parameter together with the deflection at rupture gives an indication of the resistance of the fibers to this kind of deformation.

For measurements of tensile strength, the PLGA and PLGA-ND membranes were cut into rectangular strips 40 mm in length and 21--25 mm in width. The reason for these variations in the width was raveling of the edges (margins) of the samples. The specific weight of these samples was 3.1 (±5%) g/m^2^, as calculated from their total weight (determined with accuracy of 0.0005 g), and their dimensions. For each material type, six samples were prepared. The shorter sides (ends) of the tested samples were strengthened by a paper tape in order to prevent damage of the nanofibrous membranes during their preparation for the tensile test, particularly during their mounting in the gripping units of the testing machine. The LabTes4.100 SP1 machine was used, and set up to the maximal range of 50 N, with precision lower than 0.1% for a force of 2 N. The samples were loaded with a constant force until failure. The force needed for tearing the membranes (ie, maximum tensile force; also referred to as ultimate tensile strength)[@b35-ijn-7-1931],[@b37-ijn-7-1931] was determined from the software of the testing machine.

The molecular structure of PLGA and PLGA-ND membranes was examined using attenuated total reflectance Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy. Transmittance spectra were acquired using a Biorad FT-IR spectrometer FTS 575C equipped with a "Golden Gate" attenuated total reflectance accessory. The latter was fitted with a diamond crystal. The spectra were recorded over the range 4000--500 cm^−1^.

Cell culture on the nanofibrous membranes
-----------------------------------------

The nanofibrous membranes were detached from the underlying polypropylene substrate, cut into square samples (1 × 1 cm), fixed in CellCrown inserts (Scaffdex; [Figure 1A and B](#f1-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}), and sterilized by gamma irradiation (dose 25 kGy, in accordance with the ISO 11137 standard).

The CellCrown inserts with membrane samples were inserted into polystyrene 24-well cell culture plates (TPP Techno Plastic Products, Trasadingen, Switzerland; well diameter 1.5 cm; [Figure 1B](#f1-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}), and the membranes were rinsed overnight with Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Minimum Essential Medium (Sigma). The samples were then seeded with human osteoblast-like MG-63 cells (European Collection of Cell Cultures, Salisbury, UK). Each well contained 30,000 cells (approximately 17,000 cells/cm^2^) and 1.5 mL of the Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Minimum Essential Medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco, Paisley, UK) and gentamicin (40 μg/mL, LEK, Ljubljana, Slovenia). Cells were cultured for one, 3, or 7 days at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% of CO~2~ in the air. The polystyrene culture well was used as a reference material. Four samples were used for each experimental group and time interval, and the experiment described below was repeated three times.

Evaluation of adhesion and growth of bone cells on nanofibrous membranes
------------------------------------------------------------------------

On days 1, 3 and 7 after seeding, the samples were rinsed in phosphate-buffered saline. The cells on one sample per experimental group and time interval were fixed by 70% cold ethanol (−20°C) and stained with a combination of Texas Red C~2~-maleimide fluorescent membrane dye (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen, Paisley, UK; concentration 20 ng/mL in phosphate-buffered saline) and Hoechst 33342 nuclear dye (Sigma, 5 μg/mL in phosphate-buffered saline). The morphology and distribution of cells on the membrane surface were then evaluated in pictures taken under the Nikon Eclipse Ti-E microscope equipped with a Nikon DS-Qi1 MC digital camera and NIS-Elements AR software, version 3.10.

On day 1 after seeding, the size of cell spreading area, ie, the area projected on the material, was also measured, using Atlas Software (Tescan). The cells that developed intercellular contacts were excluded from the evaluation. On each sample, 60--93 cells were evaluated.

The three remaining samples were used for evaluating the cell number. The cells were rinsed with phosphate-buffered saline, released with trypsin-EDTA solution (Sigma; incubation 5 minutes at 37°C) and counted in a Bürker hemocytometer under an Olympus IX 51 microscope. For each sample, eight cell number measurements were performed. The cell numbers obtained on days 1, 3 and 7 after seeding were used for constructing growth curves and for calculating the cell population doubling time, using the following equation:
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where *t*~0~ and *t* represent earlier and later time intervals after seeding, respectively, and *N~t~*~~0~~ and *N~t~* represent the number of cells at these intervals.[@b28-ijn-7-1931],[@b42-ijn-7-1931]

Evaluation of cell viability
----------------------------

On days 1, 3 and 7 after seeding, the cells were rinsed with phosphate-buffered saline, and their viability was determined by the LIVE/DEAD viability/cytotoxicity kit for mammalian cells (Molecular Probes) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Briefly, the cells were incubated for 5--10 minutes at room temperature in a mixture of two of the following probes: calcein AM, a marker of esterase activity in living cells, emitting green fluorescence, and ethidium homodimer-1, which penetrates into dead cells through their damaged membrane and produces red fluorescence. Live and dead cells were then counted in microphotographs taken under an epifluorescence microscope (Olympus IX-51, DP-70 digital camera, Japan). For each experimental group and time interval, two samples were used, and on each sample the cells were evaluated in 10 microphotographs.

Immunofluorescence staining of molecules participating in cell-matrix adhesion and cell spreading
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

On day 3 after seeding, the presence and spatial arrangement of the following molecules in MG-63 cells were evaluated: talin, an integrin-associated protein present in focal adhesion plaques, also reported as a protein of the "cell membrane cytoskeleton" and known to participate in cell-substrate adhesion; vinculin, another protein of focal adhesion plaques, participating in cell-substrate adhesion and stabilizing the focal adhesions;[@b43-ijn-7-1931] beta-actin, an important component of the cell cytoplasmic cytoskeleton, associated with focal adhesion plaques.

For immunofluorescence staining of these molecules, the cells on day 3 after seeding were rinsed twice in phosphate-buffered saline and fixed with 70% ethanol (−20°C, 20 minutes) pretreated with 1% bovine serum albumin in phosphate-buffered saline containing 0.05% Triton X-100 (Sigma) for 20 minutes at room temperature in order to block nonspecific binding sites and to permeabilize the cell membrane. The cells were then incubated with the following primary mouse monoclonal antibodies: anti-chicken talin (Sigma, clone 8D4) anti-human vinculin (Sigma) and antisynthetic N-terminal peptide of β-actin (Sigma). All antibodies were diluted in phosphate-buffered saline to concentrations of 1:200 and applied overnight at 4°C. After rinsing with phosphate-buffered saline, the secondary antibody, represented by goat anti-mouse F(ab′)2 fragment of IgG conjugated with Alexa Fluor^®^ 488 (dilution 1:1000; Molecular Probes) was added for 1 hour at room temperature and incubated in the dark. The cells were then rinsed in phosphate-buffered saline, mounted under microscopic glass coverslips in a Gel/Mount permanent fluorescence-preserving aqueous mounting medium (Biomeda Corporation, Foster City, CA) and evaluated under a Leica confocal laser scanning microscope (TCS SP2, Germany).

Potential immune activation of cells on nanofibrous membranes
-------------------------------------------------------------

The secretion of TNF-α into the cell culture medium and the concentration of ICAM-1 in cell homogenates were measured in human osteoblast-like MG-63 cells and murine macrophage-like RAW 264.7 cells (American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA). The cells were seeded on PLGA or PLGA-ND membranes fixed in CellCrown inserts in polystyrene 24-well cell culture plates (TPP; well diameter 1.5 cm). Each well contained 30,000 cells and 1.5 mL of the culture medium. MG-63 cells were cultured in the Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Minimum Essential Medium mentioned above, and for RAW 264.7, RPMI-1640 medium (Sigma; 10% fetal bovine serum, 40 μg/mL gentamicin) was used.

As reference samples, pure polystyrene wells and wells with CellCrown inserts were used. For comparison, PLGA meshes with hydroxyapatite (HAp) nanoparticles (Sigma; \<200 nm particle size) were used. The concentration of HAp in PLGA was similar as in the case of ND (ie, approximately 23 wt%).

After 24 hours, the membranes were transferred into fresh wells filled with cell culture medium in order to exclude the cells adhering on the underlying well bottom from the evaluation. In the reference wells with and without CellCrown inserts, the culture medium was also changed. The cells were then cultivated for an additional 6 days. For each material and cell type, four samples were used.

After 6 days of cultivation, the cell culture medium was collected and used for measuring the concentration of TNF-α by a sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) using commercially available kits. A human TNF-α Quantikine ELISA kit and mouse TNF-α Quantikine ELISA kit were used for the MG-63 and RAW 264.7 cells, respectively. Both kits were purchased from R and D Systems (Minneapolis, MN) and used according to the manufacturer's protocol.

As a positive control for TNF-α production, MG-63 or RAW 264.7 cells grown in polystyrene culture wells and stimulated with lipopolysaccharide (LPS) from *Escherichia coli* (0111:B4, γ-irradiated, BioXtra, Sigma) were used. Lipopolysaccharide was applied in concentrations ranging from 0 to 10 μg/mL on day 6 after seeding for 24 hours. For each concentration, four wells were used. As a negative control, fresh Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Minimum Essential Medium or RPMI-1640 media supplemented with fetal bovine serum and gentamicin, which were not exposed to cells, were used.

The concentrations of TNF-α in cell culture media were determined from calibration curves and given in pg per 100,000 cells, ie, not per mL of the culture media, as usual.[@b44-ijn-7-1931],[@b45-ijn-7-1931] The reason was that the cell numbers on the tested materials were different. For MG-63 cells, it ranged on average from 305,600 to 753,900 cells/sample, and for RAW 264.7 cells, from 748,900 to 1,220,600 cells/sample ([Figure 9A and B](#f9-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}).

For measuring the concentration of ICAM-1 by ELISA in cell homogenates (per mg of protein), the MG-63 cells were then harvested by trypsin-EDTA solution in phosphate- buffered saline (Sigma) and RAW 264.7 cells by 0.05% EDTA in phosphate-buffered saline and counted in a Bürker hemocytometer. The cells (10^6^ cells/mL), resuspended in distilled and deionized water, were kept in a freezer at −70°C overnight. The cells were then homogenized by ultrasonication for 40 seconds in a sonicator (UP 100 H, Dr Hielscher GmbH; cycle 1, amplitude 70%), and the protein content was measured using a Coomassie Plus (Bradford) Kit (Cat. No. 23236, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Rockford, IL USA).

Aliquots of the cell homogenates corresponding to 1--50 μg of protein in 50 μL of water were adsorbed on 96-well microtiter plates (Nunc-Immuno™ Plates, F96 MaxiSorp, Cat. No. 442404, Nunc a/s, Roskilde, Denmark) at 4°C overnight. After washing twice with phosphate-buffered saline (100 μL/well), the nonspecific binding sites were blocked by 0.02% gelatin in phosphate-buffered saline (100 μL/well, 60 minutes). As primary antibodies, monoclonal mouse antihuman ICAM-1 antibody was used in MG-63 cells (Exbio, Prague, Czech Republic) and monoclonal rat anti-mouse ICAM-1 antibody (Exbio Prague, clone YN1/1.7.4). The antibodies were diluted in phosphate-buffered saline and applied for 60 minutes at room temperature (50 μL/well). Goat anti-mouse F(ab')~2~ IgG fragment (Sigma, dilution 1:1000) was used after the mouse primary antibody, and goat anti-rat IgG (BioLegend, dilution 1:1000) was used after the rat primary antibody as secondary antibodies. Both secondary antibodies were conjugated with peroxidase and applied for 45 minutes (100 μL/well). This step was followed by double washing in phosphate-buffered saline and orthophenylendiamine reaction (Sigma, concentration 2.76 mM) using 0.05% H~2~O~2~ in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pg 6.0, dark place, 100 μL/well). The reaction was stopped after 10--30 minutes by 2 M H~2~SO~4~ (50 μL/well), and the absorbance was measured at 490 nm and 690 nm using a Versa Max microplate reader (Molecular Devices Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA). The absorbances obtained from cells growing on PLGA and PLGA-ND membranes were expressed as a percentage of the values obtained in the control cultures on standard polystyrene wells.

Statistics
----------

The quantitative results were presented as the mean ± standard error of mean. Statistical significance was evaluated using analysis of variance, Student-Newman-Keuls method, or the two-tailed *t*-test. Values of *P* ≤ 0.05 were considered as significant.

Results
=======

Properties of nanofibrous membranes
-----------------------------------

Both pure PLGA and composite PLGA-ND membranes formed a fine cobweb-like layer on blue polypropylene fabrics, which served as a carrier for the nanofibrous membranes. The pure PLGA membrane was white, whereas the membrane with ND was grayish. As revealed by scanning electron microscopy, both membranes were composed of mostly straight and randomly oriented fibers. These fibers were thicker and the pores between them were smaller in the composite PLGA-ND membranes. The PLGA-ND membranes also contained more material clusters. Their density, calculated per mm^2^ projected on the membrane, was approximately four times higher than in pure PLGA membranes, and these clusters were on an average larger than those in PLGA membranes, although this difference was not statistically significant due to the great variation in cluster size ([Figure 1](#f1-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 1](#t1-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="table"}).

Transmission electron microscopy images of PLGA-ND fibers are shown in [Figure 2](#f2-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}. The images clearly show that the diamond nanoparticles form predominantly small clusters embedded in the PLGA matrix. The size of the clusters is variable, ranging from a few particles to large clusters spanning the whole width of the fibers, ie, in some cases up to 200 nm. The nanofibers exhibit great variability in thickness, from very thin threads less than 5 nm in diameter to thick fibers approaching 200 nm in diameter. The diamond nanoparticles also occurred in the form of isolated clusters attached to the surface of the PLGA nanofibers.

As revealed by reflection goniometry, the static water drop contact angle for both types of nanofibrous membranes was about 70°.

The rupture tests showed that membranes consisting of PLGA-ND resisted a load of 1.29 ± 0.22 N until rupture, significantly more than pure PLGA fiber membranes, which withstood 0.75 ± 0.19 N ([Figure 3A](#f3-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}). As indicated by [Figure 3B](#f3-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}, the deflection of the rupture probe at failure was 1.21 ± 0.08 mm and 0.97 ± 0.06 mm in the case of PLGA-ND membranes and PLGA membranes, respectively. This difference was also significant according to a two- tailed t-test (*P* \< 0.001, n = 10 in both groups). However, as indicated by the tensile strength measurements, the force needed for tearing both PLGA and PLGA-ND membranes was similar, ie, approximately 0.074 (±10%) N/mm ([Table 2](#t2-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="table"}).

With regard to the FTIR analysis, Zhao et al[@b46-ijn-7-1931] demonstrated ND-PLA interactions by shifts in characteristic polymer bands in the FTIR spectra corresponding to the C=O stretch and bending of --OH bonds in --CH(CH~3~)--OH end groups. As can be seen by comparing the FTIR spectra of PLGA and PLGA-ND in [Figure 4](#f4-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}, only very small differences were seen in characteristic PLGA peaks, ie, C=O stretch at 1748 cm^−1^, --OH bending in --CH(CH~3~)--OH end groups at 1043 cm^−1^, and asymmetrical C--O--C stretch at 1083 cm^−1^.[@b46-ijn-7-1931],[@b47-ijn-7-1931]

Adhesion and growth of MG-63 cells on nanofibrous scaffolds
-----------------------------------------------------------

The initial adhesion and subsequent growth of MG-63 cells was similar on both pure and ND-loaded PLGA membranes. On the first day after seeding, the number of initially adhering cells on the pure PLGA membranes was 11,300 ± 1200 cells/cm^2^, and on the PLGA-ND membranes, the number was 10,951 ± 1027 cells/cm^2^. The highest average number of initially adhered cells was observed on the control polystyrene dishes (14,000 ± 1038 cells/cm^2^). However, as revealed by analysis of variance, this value was not statistically different from the values obtained on the two nanofibrous membranes ([Figure 5A](#f5-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, the cells on polystyrene dishes adhered by a significantly larger cell spreading area (1057 ± 33 μm^2^) than the cells on both pure and ND-loaded PLGA membranes (442 ± 15 μm^2^ and 477 ± 16 μm^2^, respectively, [Figure 5B](#f5-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}).

From day 1 to 3 after seeding (ie, in an early phase of exponential cell growth) the cells on both PLGA and PLGA-ND membranes proliferated more slowly, ie, with longer cell population doubling times than the cells on polystyrene dishes ([Table 3](#t3-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 5C](#f5-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}). As a result, on day 3 after seeding, the cells on both PLGA and PLGA-ND scaffolds reached significantly lower cell population densities (36,100 ± 2200 cells/cm^2^ and 37,000 ± 2500 cells/cm^2^, respectively) than on polystyrene dishes (61,900 ± 2100 cells/cm^2^). At the same time, the cell population densities on both nanofibrous scaffolds were similar ( [Figure 5A and C](#f5-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}).

From day 3 to 7 after seeding (ie, in a late phase of exponential cell growth), the cell proliferation became quicker on both types of nanofibrous membranes than on polystyrene, ie, these cells proliferated with shorter cell population doubling times ([Table 3](#t3-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="table"}). In spite of this, on day 7 after seeding, the cell population densities still remained lower on pure and ND-loaded PLGA membranes (167,700 ± 4500 cells/cm^2^ and 169,900 ± 6100 cells/cm^2^, respectively) than on polystyrene dishes (220,500 ± 6300 cells/cm^2^).

Nevertheless, the cells on PLGA with ND were similar in shape to the cells on PLGA and polystyrene dishes, ie, polygonal or spindle-like. They were distributed homogeneously on the samples, their number rose continuously during the testing period, and at the end of the testing period, these cells were able to form a confluent layer ([Figures 6](#f6-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#f7-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}). From this point of view, the MG-63 cells on PLGA-ND membranes behaved physiologically without noticeable signs of cell damage.

Viability of MG-63 cells on nanofibrous scaffolds
-------------------------------------------------

Staining the cells with the LIVE/DEAD viability/cytotoxicity kit showed that the percentage of living cells on all tested materials was relatively high, ranging from 92% to 99% ([Figures 5D](#f5-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#f7-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}). The lowest values (92%--94%) were obtained in cells on composite PLGA-ND membranes. These values were significantly lower than those obtained in cells on the control polystyrene dishes, and on days 3 and 7 were also significantly lower than the values on the pure PLGA membranes. Also, on pure PLGA membranes, cell viability was lower than that on the polystyrene dishes, except on day 7, when the two values were similar.

On the corresponding substrates, the cell viability was similar on day 1 and day 3 after seeding. However, from day 3, the viability showed a tendency to decrease, which was most pronounced on polystyrene dishes. On these substrates, the cell viability on day 7 was significantly lower than on day 1 and day 3. On PLGA-ND scaffolds, the cell viability on day 7 was lower than on day 3 ([Figure 5D](#f5-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}).

Focal adhesion plaques and actin cytoskeleton in MG-63 cells on nanofibrous scaffolds
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Immunofluorescence staining showed that in cells on both types of nanofibrous membranes and the control microscopic glass coverslips, talin either was distributed diffusely throughout all the cells or was organized into focal adhesion plaques. These plaques were more apparent in cells on glass and PLGA membranes with ND than in cells on the pure PLGA scaffolds. On both nanofibrous scaffolds, the focal adhesion plaques were usually relatively small, dot-like, and distributed on the ventral part of the cell membrane in its central region. On glass, these plaques were bigger, streak-like, and distributed in both peripheral and central parts of the cells ([Figure 8A--C](#f8-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}).

A similar morphology and distribution was also observed for vinculin-containing focal adhesion plaques, though they were usually smaller and less numerous than those containing talin ([Figure 8D--F](#f8-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}).

Beta-actin in cells on all three tested substrates was organized into fine fibers running in parallel between the opposite cell edges. These fibers were most apparent in cells on glass, while on both nanofibrous substrates, a considerable amount of β-actin was also distributed diffusely without forming specific structures ([Figure 8G--I](#f8-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}).

Immune activation of cells on nanofibrous membranes
---------------------------------------------------

From days 2--7 after seeding of human osteoblast-like MG-63 cells on the tested materials, the concentration of human TNF-α in the culture medium ranged on average from 0.74 to 2.31 pg per 100,000 cells. The concentration of TNF-α in the medium from PLGA, PLGA-ND, and PLGA-HAp meshes was significantly higher than in the medium from control polystyrene dishes with and without CellCrowns ([Figure 9C](#f9-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}). The highest value (2.31 ± 0.21 pg/100,000 cells) was found in the medium taken from MG-63 cells on PLGA-ND meshes. Nevertheless, this concentration of TNF-α was very low. As follows from the calibration curve ([Figure 9E](#f9-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}), it was almost at the limit of detection by the human TNF-α Quantikine ELISA kit. Even after relatively long stimulation of MG-63 cells with a relatively high dose of bacterial lipopolysaccharide (10 μg/mL for 24 hours), the concentration of TNF-α in the culture medium reached only 5.07 ± 0.24 pg/100,000 cells, which still remained at the detection limit ([Figure 9G](#f9-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}).

On the other hand, the values obtained for RAW 264.7 macrophages were higher by 1--2 orders of magnitude. On the tested samples, the concentration of TNF-α in the culture medium reached on average 12.9 to 51.1 pg/100,000 cells. Similarly, as for MG-63 cells, the concentrations of TNF-α released into the culture medium by cells on all PLGA-based membranes were significantly higher than the values for control polystyrene wells. Nevertheless, the concentration of TNF-α released by the cells on PLGA-ND was similar as in cultures on pure PLGA ([Figure 9D](#f9-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}). The highest concentration (51.1 pg/100,000 cells) was obtained in the medium from PLGA-HAp membranes, and it was significantly higher than the values obtained in all other tested materials. In spite of this, it was much lower (about eight times) in comparison with the concentration of TNF-α released from RAW 264.7 cells after stimulation with the lowest concentration of lipopolysaccharide (0.05 μg of lipopolysaccharide, [Figure 9H](#f9-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}). For comparison, 10 μg/mL of lipopolysaccharide in our study induced a massive release of TNF-α from RAW 264.7 cells, manifested by a high concentration of TNF-α in the culture medium (731 ± 7 pg/100,000 cells; [Figure 9H](#f9-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}). No TNF-α was detected in the pure culture media not exposed to cells, which served as a negative control.

As for ICAM-1, no significant differences in the concentration of this immunoglobulin in MG-63 cells or RAW 264.7 cells were detected on any tested materials ([Figure 9I and J](#f9-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}). In other words, all three types of PLGA-based membranes, ie, pure PLGA, PLGA-ND, and PLGA-HAp, did not evoke significantly higher concentrations of ICAM-1 in MG-63 or RAW 264.7 cells than the conventional cell culture system on polystyrene dishes.

Discussion
==========

In this study, we constructed nanofibrous membranes by electrospinning pure PLGA or PLGA with approximately 23 wt% of ND. Recently, the first synthetic polymeric fibers of nanoscale or microscale diameter loaded with ND were created by Behler et al[@b32-ijn-7-1931] by electrospinning polyacrylonitrile or polyamide and ND powder produced via detonation synthesis. Similar to our study, the ND particles were not dispersed homogeneously in the polymeric matrix, but they formed agglomerates. However, these agglomerates were much smaller than those in our present study, ie, usually not exceeding the fiber diameter. At the same time, the concentration of ND particles reached 80 wt% in polyacrylonitrile, while on PLGA in our study, the concentration was only 23 wt%. The optimum ND concentration for creating polyamide-based fibers was 40 wt%.[@b32-ijn-7-1931] The optimum ND concentration for forming composite fibers therefore seems to depend on the type of the polymer used. Other factors influencing ND agglomeration include sonication, stirring, and shaking the ND suspension, the diameter of the newly formed fibers, polymer surface tension, strength of the electrostatic forces pulling the fibers in electrospinning, type of solvent, and time of its evaporation. The concentrations of polymer and ND are also important. In the study by Behler et al,[@b32-ijn-7-1931] a relatively low polymer concentration (6 wt%) in the solvent decreased the viscosity and increased the highest obtainable loading of ND. If the ND concentration increased above 20 wt%, the fibers showed a more uniform distribution of these nanoparticles. On the other hand, excessively high concentrations of ND disabled the formation of fibers. An attempt to electrospin a 90 wt% ND-polyacrylonitrile composite resulted in electrospraying of droplets, in which most of the ND particles were agglomerated, and the clumps were connected with small fibers.[@b32-ijn-7-1931] In our study, a relatively low concentration of the polymer in the solvent was also used (ie, 2.3 wt%), and the concentration of ND exceeded 20 wt% in the polymer, being 23 wt%. Despite this, ND-containing clusters were present in our meshes. Thus, additional factors should be taken into account, particularly the different setup of the electrospinning process. While in our study the membranes were formed purely by electrostatic forces, in the study by Behler et al[@b32-ijn-7-1931] these forces were potentiated by continuously pumping the ND dispersions through the syringe with a needle at 0.015 cm/minute. A similar technique, ie, a combination of an electrical field with active pumping and ejection of PLGA or PLA with HAp nanoparticles through a syringe with a needle, was also successfully used for electrospinning composite nanofibrous scaffolds for potential bone tissue engineering applications.[@b9-ijn-7-1931],[@b12-ijn-7-1931],[@b14-ijn-7-1931],[@b15-ijn-7-1931] In these studies, PLGA was dissolved in dichloromethane or 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluor-2-propanol at concentrations in the range of 2%--30% w/v. The HAp particles were 100--200 nm in size, and they reached concentrations of 1--20 wt% in PLGA. At lower concentrations (up to 5 wt%), the HAp nanoparticles were homogeneously dispersed inside or on the surface of PLGA fibers without forming clusters. At higher concentrations (10 wt% and especially 20 wt%), HAp nanoparticles showed a tendency to agglomerate, which resulted in an increase in surface roughness, in porosity, and also in the fiber diameter. Good results were obtained with composite PLGA-tricalcium phosphate nanofibers, prepared by electrospinning 8% (w/w) PLGA in chloroform, containing 5% (w/w) of the surfactant Tween 20, and enriched with amorphous tricalcium phosphate (particle size 20--50 nm) in concentrations of 10--40 wt% in PLGA. The tricalcium phosphate nanoparticles were homogeneously distributed in the PLGA matrix, although fractures on the fiber surface occurred at higher concentrations.[@b13-ijn-7-1931]

As for the PLA-HAp composite fibers, PLA was dissolved in trifluoroethanol at a concentration of 10 wt%, and the concentration of HAp nanoparticles (size \<100 nm) ranged between 5 wt% and 20 wt% of PLA. At all concentrations, HAp nanoparticles were homogeneously distributed inside the nanofibers without forming aggregates and prominences on the fiber surface.[@b9-ijn-7-1931]

A combination of PLA (dissolved in chloroform and dimethyl formamide at a ratio of 3:1 at a concentration of 20 wt%) with multiwall carbon nanotubes (diameter 15 ± 5 nm and length 5--20 μm, concentration 1 wt% in PLA) also led to electrospinning of fibers with multiwall carbon nanotubes aligned with the long axis. Only occasional fibers with incompletely encapsulated MWNT were observed.[@b23-ijn-7-1931] Interestingly, nanocomposite PLA-multiwall carbon nanotubes fibers had a markedly smaller average diameter (700 nm) than PLA without multiwall carbon nanotubes (approximately 5--8 μm). In contrast, when HAp nanoparticles were added to PLGA or PLA, the fiber diameter increased proportionally to the nanoparticle concentration, eg, from 300 nm (neat PLGA) to 700 nm (20% nano-HAp).[@b14-ijn-7-1931] Also in our study, the PLGA-ND fibers were thicker than pure PLGA fibers (270 ± 9 nm versus 218 ± 4 nm in diameter, [Table 1](#t1-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="table"}).

Evaporation of the solvent during the electrospinning process is limited in the system using a needle and a syringe, whereas in our system a drop placed with a micropipette on the spike-like electrode was freely exposed to air. This allowed quick evaporation of the solvent and an increase in the polymer concentration and in the ND concentration in the dispersion. These changes may increase the viscosity of the dispersion, an important parameter which influences the spinnability of the materials. High viscosities are known to hamper electrospinning due to the flow instability caused by the high cohesiveness of the solution, while very low viscosities lead to the formation of droplets.[@b17-ijn-7-1931] Viscosity was not measured in our present study. However, the solution viscosity is proportional to polymer concentration.[@b48-ijn-7-1931],[@b49-ijn-7-1931] Polymer concentration plays a decisive role in the outcome of the electrospinning process: a low concentration led to the formation of beaded fibers; an intermediate concentration yielded good quality fibers; a high concentration resulted in a bimodal size distribution, and a distributed deposition at even higher concentration.[@b49-ijn-7-1931] In accordance with this, our preliminary experiments showed that a PLGA concentration of 2.3 wt% in the solvent enabled electrospinning of long and smooth nanofibers, whereas a relatively small decrease in this concentration to 2.0 wt% resulted in the formation of several μm large polymer clusters connected with a small number of short fibers ([Figure 10](#f10-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}), which may be due to low viscosity of the mixture. In a review article by Huang et al,[@b17-ijn-7-1931] a concentration of 5 wt% is recommended for PLGA. However, when the concentration of PLGA in our experiments was increased to 2.5 wt% or 3.0 wt%, the results were also not ideal, ie, they were similar to the results obtained at the lower PLGA concentration of 2.0 wt%.

As mentioned above, PLGA has often been dissolved in dichloromethane[@b12-ijn-7-1931] or 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluor-2-propanol.[@b10-ijn-7-1931],[@b14-ijn-7-1931],[@b15-ijn-7-1931] Some investigators have also used N,N-dimethylformamide,[@b50-ijn-7-1931] chloroform,[@b13-ijn-7-1931] or a combination of tetrahydrofuran and N,N-dimethylformamide at a ratio of 1:1[@b17-ijn-7-1931] or 3:1.[@b11-ijn-7-1931] In our preliminary experiments, a mixture of methylene chloride and N,N-dimethylformamide (ratio 2:3) proved to be the most appropriate solvent combination for our open-air electrospinning system. In this combination, methylene chloride is a relatively quickly evaporating solvent, while the evaporation of N,N-dimethylformamide is slower. Pure methylene chloride or other quickly evaporating solvents (ie, chloroform) did not give good results in our system, where the material, placed in a relatively small quantity on the top of the spike-like electrode, was freely exposed to air. From this point of view, the use of a pure slowly evaporating solvent (eg, N,N-dimethylformamide) seemed to be ideal. However, in our study, PLGA was less soluble in this type of solvent. Therefore, the abovementioned combination of quickly and slowly evaporating solvents was established in our study. In future experiments, we intend to use this combination in a Nanospider machine equipped with a bath-like vessel for the spun material instead of the experimental spike-like electrode used in this study. This "free liquid surface electrospinning" is expected to result in more effective production of nanofibrous meshes of excellent uniformity, controlled diameter of the nanofibers, and narrow fiber diameter distribution.

In addition to the properties of the polymer-solvent mixture, namely type and concentration of both polymer and solvent, evaporation of the solvent, type, size and concentration of the added nanoparticles, viscosity of the solution, and the forces pulling the nanofibers discussed above, other parameters are also important for successful electro-spinning of nanofibers. In particular, these parameters include the voltage and the distance between the needle and target. During preparation of polycaprolactone nanofibers, the fiber length and diameter decreased with increasing voltage (10--20 kV), while the uniformity of the fibers increased.[@b51-ijn-7-1931] On the other hand, in the case of superelastic polymer ink formulations, the viscoelastic nature of these polymer inks enables continuous electrospinning at a very low voltage of 200 V.[@b52-ijn-7-1931] As for the distance between the needle and target, when this distance is short, the electrospun fibers tend to stick to the collector as well as to each other, which is due to incomplete solvent evaporation.[@b35-ijn-7-1931] An increase in needle-collector distance represents a weaker electric field, a greater distance to be covered by the fibers and a longer flight time, presumably favoring the formation of thinner fibers. On the other hand, during electrospinning of poly(ethylene oxide), higher solvent evaporation led to a local increase of concentration and viscosity, and the viscoelastic forces opposing stretching caused an increase of fiber diameter with needle-collector distance.[@b49-ijn-7-1931]

The number of initially adhering cells, their spreading area, their subsequent growth dynamics, and the numbers achieved on pure PLGA and composite PLGA-ND membranes in our study were similar. Although this is the first study on composite polymer-ND scaffolds used as growth supports for cells, and thus no comparison with studies by other authors is available, it is known that the addition of nanoparticles to polymeric nanofibrous scaffolds usually supports cell colonization of these materials. For example, on PLA-multiwalled carbon nanotube scaffolds, the number of human adipose-derived human mesenchymal stem cells on day 14 after seeding significantly exceeded the value on pure PLA fibers. This was attributed to the smaller diameter of PLA-multiwalled carbon nanotube fibers and smaller pores among them. In other words, there was a finer network which enabled the attachment of human mesenchymal stem cells at multiple focal points.[@b23-ijn-7-1931] In our study, the pores among the PLGA-ND fibers were also significantly smaller than in pure PLGA membranes. Thus, the cells bridged over smaller gaps and were able to come into more intense contact with the fibers. In accordance with these findings, the cells on PLGA-ND formed more numerous and more homogeneously distributed talin-containing focal adhesion plaques than the cells on pure PLGA membranes ([Figure 8A and B](#f8-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}). At the same time, these plaques were smaller (ie, finer) than those in cells on polystyrene dishes, particularly at the cell periphery. Streak-like and thick focal adhesion plaques have been considered as an artifact of the classical cell culture system, where the cells are cultivated on "two-dimensional" substrates such as polystyrene or glass under static conditions. [@b53-ijn-7-1931] Focal adhesion plaques of this type do not occur in tissues in vivo or in an advanced cell culture system with cells on "three-dimensional" substrates, including nanofibrous scaffolds, and cultured under dynamic conditions. From this point of view, the fine focal adhesion plaques in cells on nanofibrous meshes in our study can be considered as more physiological and better reflecting the morphology of focal adhesions on cells under in vivo conditions.

Another reason for the better developed talin-containing focal adhesion plaques on PLGA-ND membranes may be better mechanical properties of these membranes compared with pure PLGA scaffolds. Mechanically resistant materials are less deformed by tractional forces produced by the actin cytoskeleton, and thus they can better stimulate the cell spreading and assembly of focal adhesion plaques.[@b54-ijn-7-1931] In accordance with this, the rupture tests showed that PLGA-ND membranes were able to deform further and withstand a higher force than pure PLGA membranes. Two possible contributing factors to both these observations are the reinforcement of individual nanofibers by ND incorporation, which was demonstrated by transmission electron microscopy ([Figure 2](#f2-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}), and an increase in the number and strength of contacts between individual fibers by ND. Scanning electron microscopy images ([Figure 1C and D](#f1-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="fig"}) demonstrated that more material clusters were present in PLGA-ND membranes. It is conceivable that such clusters are reinforced by the presence of ND. Similarly, addition of nanodiamond has increased the hardness and stiffness of the polymer, polyvinyl alcohol, particularly in synergy with single-wall carbon nanotubes or graphene,[@b55-ijn-7-1931] and PLA[@b33-ijn-7-1931],[@b46-ijn-7-1931] Electrospun fibers of polyacrylonitrile also became harder and stiffer after incorporation of ND.[@b32-ijn-7-1931] However, to the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to demonstrate reinforcement of electrospun PLGA nanofibers by ND. The addition of ND to polymers has been proposed to cause reinforcement by interaction between functional groups on nanodiamond surfaces with polymer chains[@b46-ijn-7-1931] and an enhancement of polymer crystallinity.[@b46-ijn-7-1931],[@b55-ijn-7-1931] FTIR analysis revealed band shifts which were small compared with those observed by Zhao et al.[@b46-ijn-7-1931] One explanation is that the chemical interactions between PLGA and ND are weak. In this case, due to the weakness of these interactions, it would be expected that ND does not significantly increase the material crystallinity. This, in turn, would suggest that improved mechanical properties are due to an increased number of interfiber contacts in PLGA-ND membranes. Another explanation is that the concentration of ND is low at the surface and is thus not detected by FTIR, which is supported by the transmission electron microscopy images showing the presence of ND predominantly in the center of fibers. One cause for the "internalization" of ND is its poorer solubility compared with PLGA, leading to phase separation. Another factor is the lower size and therefore greater motility of the PLGA molecule compared with ND, allowing faster migration of PLGA to the fiber surface.

On the other hand, the more numerous and larger material clusters (often microsized) in the composite PLGA-ND membranes may hamper the adhesion, spreading, and growth of MG-63 cells on this material. In our earlier study, performed on bone MG-63 cells and vascular smooth muscle cells in cultures in carbon fiber-reinforced carbon composites, microsized irregularities distributed in microscale distances on the material surface exerted a negative influence on cell adhesion, spreading, and subsequent growth.[@b56-ijn-7-1931]

Other nanoparticles have also been described to improve the mechanical properties (eg, their tensile modulus and tensile strength) and bioactivity of nanofibrous scaffolds made of synthetic polymers. These nanoparticles include multiwall carbon nanotubes,[@b23-ijn-7-1931] bioglass nanofibers,[@b36-ijn-7-1931] nanosized dispersed silica xerogel,[@b37-ijn-7-1931] tricalcium phosphate,[@b13-ijn-7-1931] and HAp.[@b9-ijn-7-1931],[@b14-ijn-7-1931] However, in PLGA-HAp composites, the material reinforcement by HAp occurred only at lower HAp concentrations (1--10 wt%), whereas higher concentrations (20 wt%) led to a decrease in storage modulus and fiber-breaking.[@b14-ijn-7-1931] On the other hand, a higher HAp concentration enhanced osteogenic differentiation of bone-forming cells. For example, the HAp component of PLGA/HAp composite nanofibers increased the activity of alkaline phosphatase, expression of osteogenic genes (eg, collagen, alkaline phosphatase, osteocalcin, bone sialoprotein), and calcium mineralization in human mesenchymal stem cells in cultures on these scaffolds.[@b15-ijn-7-1931] In addition, the release of BMP-2 from fibrous PLGA/HAp composite scaffolds was accelerated with increasing HAp content (5--10 wt%).[@b12-ijn-7-1931] These positive findings have been explained by the hydrophilicity of HAp, by increased adsorption of cell adhesion-mediating proteins from the serum of the culture medium on HAp-containing scaffolds, and by the more rigid and spacious scaffold structure.[@b12-ijn-7-1931],[@b15-ijn-7-1931]

Mechanical properties and bioactivity of nanofibrous scaffolds made of conventional polymers (ie, PLA) have been markedly improved by copolymerization with polyaniline. Recent publications by Gizdavic-Nikolaidis et al[@b20-ijn-7-1931],[@b21-ijn-7-1931] showed that functionalized polyaniline/PLA nanofibrous blends not only allow mammalian cells to attach and proliferate, but also kill pathogenic bacteria cells, and are novel conductive materials that are potentially well suited for use as biocompatible scaffolds for tissue engineering and as antimicrobial wound dressings that have the advantage of being able to kill micro-organisms without use of an antiseptic.

The size of the cell spreading area, and the cell proliferation and cell population densities achieved on both PLGA and PLGA-ND scaffolds in our study were significantly lower than the values on the bottom of polystyrene wells. This may be due to the relatively small diameter of both PLGA and PLGA-ND fibers (on average 218 nm and 270 nm, respectively), which limited the cell-material contact that is necessary for good colonization of a material with cells. In a study performed on NIH 3T3 fibroblasts in cultures on PLGA meshes, the cell spreading areas on meshes with fiber diameters of 140 nm and 760 nm were significantly lower than on continuous PLGA films, and were equal to the value on these films only at a fiber diameter of 3600 nm.[@b10-ijn-7-1931] In a study by Kumbar et al,[@b11-ijn-7-1931] who created PLGA fibers from 150 to 6000 nm in diameter (by electrospinning PLGA in increasing concentrations), the range of the fiber diameter optimal for spreading, proliferation, and collagen III gene expression in human skin fibroblasts was 350--1100 nm. These findings were attributed to the optimum range of the material surface wettability (which increased with increasing fiber diameter), and a favorable cell-fiber interaction.[@b11-ijn-7-1931] The cell spreading on the nanofibrous membranes in our study may also be limited by the random orientation of the fibers in these scaffolds. It has been reported that increasing fiber orientation (from random to parallel) enlarged the cell spreading area.[@b10-ijn-7-1931]

The increase in cell number on nanofibrous scaffolds in our study may also be reduced by lower viability of cells on these scaffolds in comparison with the values on the control polystyrene dishes. This lower cell viability may be due to limited cell-material contact and relatively small cell spreading areas. In anchorage-dependent cells, adequate contact with a material and spreading on it is decisive not only for proper functioning of the cells but primarily for survival of the cells. For example, human capillary endothelial cells cultured on fibronectin-coated islands larger than 1500 μm^2^ spread and progressed through the cell cycle, whereas cells restricted to areas smaller than 500 μm^2^ failed to extend and underwent apoptosis.[@b57-ijn-7-1931]

In addition, on PLGA scaffolds loaded with ND, the cell viability on days 3 and 7 after seeding was lower than the cell viability on pure PLGA scaffolds. This may be attributed to a less favorable morphology of PLGA-ND meshes, ie, the presence of microsized clusters of ND, which could further hamper the cell-material contact. However, some adverse effects of the ND powder on cells also cannot be excluded. ND particles are generally considered to be noncytotoxic, nonimmunogenic, and nonallergenic. This is because there is no significant production of oxygen radicals by ND[@b26-ijn-7-1931],[@b27-ijn-7-1931] or even because ND has antioxidative effects.[@b38-ijn-7-1931] However, some authors have reported damaging effects of diamond nanoparticles on white and red blood cells in vitro and in vivo.[@b58-ijn-7-1931],[@b59-ijn-7-1931] This has been explained by the relatively high concentrations (1 mg/mL or more) of diamond nanoparticles used in these studies. In addition, ND powders often contain impurities, mainly other forms of carbon, such as graphite[@b60-ijn-7-1931] or iridium.[@b39-ijn-7-1931] The ND powder used in our study was grayish in color, which suggests the presence of these impurities. In our earlier study, performed on nanocrystalline diamond films, the presence of other carbon forms, namely graphite and amorphous carbon, was also indicated by Raman spectroscopy.[@b28-ijn-7-1931]

The size of the diamond particles was also important for their potentially damaging effects on cells. In cultures of HeLa cells, microsized diamond crystals (diameter approximately 1 μm) caused considerable stress to the cells and attenuated their growth and viability.[@b61-ijn-7-1931] Microsized ND clusters in our PLGA-ND scaffolds might have similar effects, especially if they were released from the scaffolds and penetrated into the cells.

Nevertheless, cell viability above 90% can be considered as very high, comparable with the values in physiological cell populations, which also exhibit a certain cell turnover. In our earlier studies, focused on gender-related differences in the growth activity of rat aortic smooth muscle cells derived from male and female donors, cell loss (ie, spontaneous cell detachment often followed by cell death) in cultures of these cells on standard tissue culture polystyrene ranged from 3.0% ± 1.4% to 22.4% ± 1.7%.[@b62-ijn-7-1931]

An important finding of this study was that the presence of diamond nanoparticles did not evoke any considerable inflammatory activation of osteoblast-like MG-63 cells and RAW 264.7 macrophages, as revealed by the concentrations of TNF-α in cell culture media and ICAM-1 in cell homogenates.

TNF-α is a cytokine involved in systemic inflammation and is a member of a group of cytokines that stimulate the acute phase reaction. It is produced mainly by activated macrophages, although it can be produced by other cell types as well, such as lymphoid cells, mast cells, endothelial cells, cardiac myocytes, adipose tissue, fibroblasts, cells of the nervous system, and also MG-63 cells.[@b44-ijn-7-1931],[@b63-ijn-7-1931] The release of TNF-α is highly stimulated by lipopolysaccharide, a component of the outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria. [@b63-ijn-7-1931],[@b64-ijn-7-1931]

ICAM-1, also referred to as CD54, is an immunoglobulin adhesion molecule in the cell membrane, which binds to β~2~-integrin adhesion receptors on inflammatory cells (eg, leukocytes, monocytes, macrophages). It is expressed by leucocytes, macrophages, endothelial cells, and also by osteoblasts and osteoblast-like cell lines.[@b65-ijn-7-1931] Its expression can be induced by cytokines (TNF-α) and is associated with osteoarthritis and osteoporosis.[@b66-ijn-7-1931],[@b67-ijn-7-1931]

The concentration of TNF-α in the culture medium taken from MG-63 grown on PLGA-ND was significantly higher than in the media from pure PLGA, PLGA HAp, and control polystyrene cell culture wells. This increased cytokine production might be due to impurities in the ND powder, such as graphite and amorphous carbon.[@b68-ijn-7-1931],[@b69-ijn-7-1931] On the other hand, the production of TNF-α by MG-63 cells in our study can be quantified as very low and almost at the limit of detection by the human TNF-α Quantikine ELISA kit. Even after intensive stimulation of MG-63 cells with bacterial lipopolysaccharide, the concentration of TNF-α in the culture medium still remained at the detection limit, which suggests low sensitivity of MG-63 cells to inflammatory activation. In accordance with this finding, MG-63 and other human osteoblast-like cells, ie, SaOS-2, did not produce significant levels of TNF-α even after infection with *Brucella abortus*. A significant increase in TNF-α production (almost 600 pg/ mL of the culture medium) was achieved only in cocultures of these cells with human THP-1 monocytes.[@b45-ijn-7-1931] When RAW 264.7 macrophage-like cells, which are much more sensitive to the inflammatory activation than MG 63 cells, were used, the concentration of TNF-α in the cell culture medium from PLGA-ND samples (about 26 pg/100,000 cells, which corresponded to about 237 pg/mL of the medium) was similar to that in the medium from PLGA samples, and even lower than in the medium from PLGA-HAp. For comparison, after stimulation of RAW 264.7 macrophages with hydrogel particles (0.03 to 3 vol%) the concentration of TNF-α reached about 1000 pg/mL of the culture medium, and after stimulation with 0.1 μg/mL of lipopolysaccharide for 24, it has reached more than 15,000 pg/mL.[@b44-ijn-7-1931]

Although the concentration of TNF-α released by RAW 264.7 cells grown on PLGA membranes with HAp was significantly higher than in cells on pure PLGA, PLGA-ND, and polystyrene wells in our study, HAp is generally considered to be a material with a relatively low inflammatory potential. For example, RAW 264.7 macrophages in 24-hour cultures on a microfibrous composite of polyethylene terephthalate with 10 wt% of nanograde HAp released only 25 pg of TNF-α per mL of culture medium, while after 24 hours of stimulation of these cells with 10 μg/mL of lipopolysaccharide, TNF-α concentrations reached 566 pg/mL.[@b70-ijn-7-1931]

In addition, the concentration of ICAM-1 in homogenates prepared from MG-63 or RAW 264.7 cells on PLGA-ND and PLGA-HAp membranes was also similar to that for cells on pure PLGA meshes and control polystyrene wells. Similar results were also obtained in our earlier studies on pure and boron-doped nanocrystalline diamond films.[@b28-ijn-7-1931] Thus, it can be concluded that the immune activation of cells on nanofibrous PLGA-ND membranes is very low, which correlates well with studies reporting no or a very low (and not significant) inflammatory reaction of cells and tissues in contact with ND particles.[@b26-ijn-7-1931],[@b27-ijn-7-1931],[@b38-ijn-7-1931] From this point of view, PLGA-ND composites seem to be a suitable material for bone tissue engineering.

Conclusion and further perspectives
===================================

Using an electrospinning technique, we constructed fibrous membranes made of pure PLGA and PLGA with 23 wt% of ND. The fiber diameter was 218 ± 4 nm and 270 ± 9 nm, and the area of the pores among the fibers was 1.28 ± 0.09 μm^2^ in PLGA membranes and 0.46 ± 0.02 μm^2^ in PLGA-ND membranes. Both pure PLGA and composite PLGA-ND membranes supported attachment, spreading, subsequent proliferation, and viability of human osteoblast-like MG-63 cells in cultures on these materials, although the cell numbers were lower than on the control polystyrene dishes. This could be attributed to relatively thin fibers and numerous microsized clusters in these membranes, which could limit the cell-material contact and hamper cell spreading. Nevertheless, our composite PLGA-ND scaffolds showed improved mechanical properties and did not evoke a considerable inflammatory response. Thus, after several improvements, the PLGA-ND scaffolds could be applied as carriers for cells in bone tissue engineering. Investigations on the osteogenic differentiation of the cells on these scaffolds are in progress.
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![Morphology of nanofibrous PLGA scaffolds enriched with nanodiamond. (**A**) Gross morphology of a composite PLGA-nanodiamond membrane deposited on polypropylene fabric. An arrow indicates a site where a part of the membrane was detached. (**B**) A composite PLGA-nanodiamond membrane fixed with a Scaffdex CellCrown insert. (**B'**, Scaffdex CellCrown insert with a PLGA-nanodiamond membrane in a 24-well plate, arrow). (**C**) Pure PLGA nanofibrous membrane. (**D**) Composite PLGA-nanodiamond membrane. (**A** and **B**) Nikon Coolpix S620 digital camera and (**C** and **D**) XL30CP scanning electron microscope (Phillips Elektron Optics GmbH, Kassel, Germany), objective magnification 2000×, bar 10 μm.\
**Abbreviation:** PLGA, copolymer of L-lactide and glycolide.](ijn-7-1931f1){#f1-ijn-7-1931}

![Transmission electron microscopy images of pure PLGA fibers (**A**) and PLGA fibers with diamond nanoparticles (**B**--**D**). (**B**) Network of PLGA with diamond nanoparticles, showing variations in fiber thickness and size of the material clusters. (**C**) Individual fibers with clusters of diamond nanoparticles. (**D**) Diamond nanoparticles relatively homogeneously distributed in a PLGA fiber.\
**Notes:** The layers with elliptical openings (**A**--**C**) are amorphous carbon membranes of the grid used to fix the sample. A Philips CM120 transmission electron microscope, LaB6 cathode operated at 120 kV, and SIS Veleta CCD camera, were used. Scale bar 1 μm (**A**), 2 μm (**B**), and 200 nm (**C** and **D**).\
**Abbreviation:** PLGA, copolymer of L-lactide and glycolide.](ijn-7-1931f2){#f2-ijn-7-1931}

![Load at rupture (**A**) and deflection of probe at rupture (**B**) of nanofiber membranes consisting of pure PLGA and PLGA-ND.\
**Notes:** The mean ± standard error of the mean are presented for 10 samples from each experimental group. Two-tailed *t*-test, *P* ≤ 0.001 in comparison with PLGA.\
**Abbreviations:** PLGA, copolymer of L-lactide and glycolide; ND, nanodiamond.](ijn-7-1931f3){#f3-ijn-7-1931}

![Fourier transform infrared spectra of nanofiber membranes consisting of pure PLGA and PLGA-ND.\
**Abbreviations:** PLGA, copolymer of L-lactide and glycolide; ND, nanodiamond.](ijn-7-1931f4){#f4-ijn-7-1931}

![(**A)** Number of human osteoblast-like MG-63 cells on days 1, 3, and 7 after seeding on a pure nanofibrous PLGA membrane, a PLGA-ND membrane, and bottom of polystyrene culture wells. (**B**) Size of cell spreading area on day 1 after seeding. (**C**) Growth dynamics of cells on substrates from days 1--7. (**D**) Viability of MG-63 cells on days 1, 3 and 7 after seeding on the substrates. Mean ± standard error of the mean of three experiments. In total, 72 measurements of cell numbers (**A**, **C**) and 20 measurements of cell viability (**D**) were performed, and 200--278 cell spreading areas (**B**) were evaluated for each experimental group and time interval.\
**Notes:** Analysis of variance, Student-Newman-Keuls method. ^\*,\#^*P* ≤ 0.05 in comparison with polystyrene and PLGA, respectively.[@b1-ijn-7-1931],[@b3-ijn-7-1931] *P* ≤ 0.05 in comparison with cells on days 1 and 3 after seeding on corresponding substrate.\
**Abbreviations:** PLGA, copolymer of L-lactide and glycolide; ND, nanodiamond; PS, polystyrene.](ijn-7-1931f5){#f5-ijn-7-1931}

![Morphology of human osteoblast-like MG-63 cells on days 1 (**A**--**C**), 3 (**D**--**F**), and 7 (**G**--**I**) after seeding on pure PLGA scaffolds (**A**, **D**, and **G**), composite PLGA-ND scaffolds (**B**, **E**, and **H**), and a polystyrene culture well (**C**, **F**, and **I**). The cell membrane and cytoplasm were stained with Texas Red C~2~-maleimide (red fluorescence), and the cell nuclei with Hoechst 33342 (blue fluorescence).\
**Notes:** A Nikon Eclipse Ti-E microscope, objective 20 × 1.5; Nikon DS-Qi1 MC digital camera, NIS-Elements AR software, version 3.10, were used. Summarization of Z-sections with deconvolution, bar 50 μm.\
**Abbreviations:** PLGA, copolymer of L-lactide and glycolide; ND, nanodiamond.](ijn-7-1931f6){#f6-ijn-7-1931}

![Live (green) and dead (red) human osteoblast-like MG-63 cells on days 1 (**A**--**C**), 3 (**D**--**F**), and 7 (**G**--**I**) after seeding on pure PLGA scaffolds (**A**, **D**, and **G**), composite PLGA-ND scaffolds (**B**, **E**, and **H**) and a polystyrene culture well (**C**, **F**, and **I**).\
**Notes:** Stained with the LIVE/DEAD viability/cytotoxicity kit for mammalian cells. Olympus IX-51, objective 20×, DP-70 digital camera, bar 200 μm.\
**Abbreviations:** PLGA, copolymer of L-lactide and glycolide; ND, nanodiamond.](ijn-7-1931f7){#f7-ijn-7-1931}

![Immunofluorescence of talin (**A**--**C**), vinculin (**D**--**F**), and beta-actin (**G**--**I**) in human osteoblast-like MG-63 cells on day 3 after seeding on pure PLGA scaffolds (**A**, **D**, and **G**), composite PLGA-ND scaffolds (**B**, **E**, and **H**), and polystyrene culture well (**C**, **F**, and **I**).\
**Notes:** Leica confocal laser scanning microscope (TCS SP2, Germany), objective 20×, zoom 8× (**A**) 8.5× (**B**), or 6× (remainder of pictures); bar 25 μm.\
**Abbreviations:** PLGA, copolymer of L-lactide and glycolide; ND, nanodiamond.](ijn-7-1931f8){#f8-ijn-7-1931}

![Markers of cell immune activation in human osteoblast-like MG-63 cells (**A**--**I**) and murine macrophage-like RAW 264.7 cells (**B**--**J**) on day 7 after seeding on pure nanofibrous PLGA membranes, PLGA membranes with ND, PLGA membranes with HAp, and bottom of polystyrene culture wells with and without CellCrown inserts (PS-CC and PS, respectively). (**A** and **B**) Cell number, with which the markers were correlated. (**C** and **D**) Concentration of TNF-α in the cell culture media taken from MG-63 or RAW 264.7 cells cultured on the tested materials. (**E** and **F**) Calibration curves for TNF-α measured by human and mouse TNF-α Quantikine enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay kits, respectively. (**G** and **H**) Concentration of TNF-α in culture media taken from MG-63 or RAW 264.7 cells after 24-hours of stimulation with bacterial lipopolysaccharide (0--10 μg/mL). (**I** and **J**) Concentration of ICAM-1 (per mg of protein) in homogenates of MG-63 or RAW 264.7 cells grown on the tested materials. Mean ± standard error of the mean for four samples from each experimental group. In total, for each experimental group, 72 (**A** and **B**), eight (**C**, **D**, **G**, and **H**) or 24--26 (**I** and **J**) measurements were performed. Analysis of variance, Student-Newman-Keuls method. The numbers above the columns indicate the type of tested sample (**A**--**D**) or lipopolysaccharide concentration (**G** and **H**) with significantly different values.\
**Note:** *P* ≤ 0.05.\
**Abbreviations:** PLGA, copolymer of L-lactide and glycolide; ND, nanodiamond; HAp, hydroxyapatite; PS, polystyrene; ICAM-1, intracellular adhesion molecule-1; LPS, lipopolysaccharide; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor alpha.](ijn-7-1931f9){#f9-ijn-7-1931}

![Morphology of nanofibrous PLGA scaffolds created by electrospinning of PLGA diluted in methylene chloride and dimethyl formamide (2:3) at a concentration of 2.3 wt% (**A**) or 2.0 wt% (**B**).\
**Note:** XL30CP scanning electron microscope (Phillips Elektron Optics GmbH, Kassel, Germany), objective magnification 3200×, bar 10 μm.\
**Abbreviation:** PLGA, copolymer of L-lactide and glycolide.](ijn-7-1931f10){#f10-ijn-7-1931}

###### 

Morphological parameters of pure poly(lactide-coglycolide) (PLGA) membranes and PLGA membranes with nanodiamond (PLGA-ND)

  Parameters             PLGA                  PLGA-ND
  ---------------------- --------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------
  **Fibers**                                   
  Diameter, range        124--351 nm           124--877 nm
  Diameter, mean ± SEM   218 ± 4 nm            270 ± 9 nm[\*](#tfn2-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="table-fn"}
  **Clusters**                                 
  Area, range            0.20--10.68 μm^2^     0.31 to 24.10 μm^2^
  Area, mean ± SEM       2.13 ± 0.75 μm^2^     3.54 ± 0.90 μm^2^
  Density, mean ± SEM    8,340 ± 1,495/mm^2^   33,361 ± 6,182/mm^2^
  **Pores**                                    
  Area, range            0.10--6.95 μm^2^      0.10--1.50 μm^2^
  Area, mean ± SEM       1.28 ± 0.09 μm^2^     0.46 ± 0.02 μm^2^[\*](#tfn2-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="table-fn"}

**Notes:** Mean ± SEM. from 129--193 measurements (fibers), 13--43 measurements (cluster area), four measurements (cluster density), and 181--192 measurements (pores). ANOVA, Student-Newman-Keuls method; statistical significance:

*P* ≤ 0.05 in comparison with PLGA.

**Abbreviations:** ANOVA, analysis of variance; SEM, standard error of the mean.

###### 

Tensile strength of poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) and PLGA membranes with nanodiamond (PLGA-ND) membranes

  Sample       PLGA              PLGA-ND                                                                   
  ------------ ----------------- ------------------ ----------------- ----------------- ------------------ -----------------
  1            1.651             24.03              0.0687            1.655             23.24              0.0712
  2            1.809             23.65              0.0765            1.954             24.46              0.0799
  3            1.997             26.80              0.0745            1.867             25.75              0.0725
  4            1.725             23.47              0.0735            1.877             23.43              0.0801
  5            1.579             21.84              0.0723            1.773             24.73              0.0717
  6            1.751             21.62              0.0810            1.648             23.88              0.0690
  Mean ± SEM   1.7520 ± 0.0589   23.5683 ± 0.7628   0.0744 ± 0.0017   1.7957 ± 0.0513   24.2483 ± 0.3810   0.0741 ± 0.0019

**Note:** Mean ± SEM from six samples for each experimental group.

**Abbreviations:** ANOVA, analysis of variance; SEM, standard error of the mean.

###### 

Cell population doubling time (DT) of MG 63 cells on poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) membranes with and without nanodiamond (ND), and tissue culture polystyrene dishes (PS) as a reference material

  Material/DT        PLGA                                                    PLGA-ND                                                 PS
  ------------------ ------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- ------------
  DT~1--3~ (hours)   32.5 ± 3.2[\*](#tfn7-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="table-fn"}   27.5 ± 1.3                                              22.5 ± 0.6
  DT~3--7~ (hours)   43.6 ± 1.7[\*](#tfn7-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="table-fn"}   45.6 ± 2.0[\*](#tfn7-ijn-7-1931){ref-type="table-fn"}   52.8 ± 1.2
  DT~1--7~ (hours)   37 ± 0.5                                                36.8 ± 1.1                                              36.2 ± 0.6

**Notes:** Mean ± SEM from four measurements, ANOVA, Student-Newman-Keuls method. Statistical significance:

*P* ≤ 0.05 in comparison with PS.

**Abbreviation:** ANOVA, analysis of variance.
